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To all whom it may concern; 
Be it known that we, JAMEs TuRNER ToNG 

and JoHN EDWARD BLossER, citizens of the 
United States, and residents of Chester, 
county of Delaware, and State of Pennsyl 
vania, have invented an Improvement in 
Absorbent-Cotton Substitutes for Medical 
Bandages, of which the following is a speci 
fication. 
The object of our invention is to make a 

substitute for absorbent cotton to be used in 
medical bandages and which shall embody 
characteristics of structure as to pliability, 
absorbent qualities, softness and facility of 
handling, which shall make it an effective 
substitute for cotton at a very materially 
less cost; it being the intent and purpose of 
our invention to utilize inexpensive wood 
fiber or other desirable cheap paper stock 
specially prepared and manipulated to make 
it suitable for the production of our im 
proved cotton substitute. 
More particularly, our object is to make a 

delicate lace-like structure of fiber inter 
25 meshed sufficiently to hold the said delicate 

fibrous structure together without require 
ment of material strength, such as would be 
necessary in paper. The lace-like material 
is formed as a continuous web, which is then 
rolled up so as to superpose large numbers 
of the delicate layers to provide a body of 
sufficient thickness, and thereafter said su 
perposed layers severed at only or more 
places to provide a batting of soft, pliable, 
spongy fibrous material which constitutes a 
satisfactory and effective substitute for ab 
sorbent cotton and at a greatly reduced cost. 

In the production of our new article or 
commodity, we provide a pulp of fibrous 
material which contains an excess of water 
and a relatively small quantity of sizing, the 
said pulp being of such character that a very 
small percentage of the fiber is carried to 
the webs or aprons of the apparatus upon 
which it is to be deposited at any moment of 
time, the webs carrying away the delicate 
fibers at a speed which prevents said fibers 
being accumulated in a sufficiently dense re 
lation as would constitute a paper; and 
thereafter, the delicate lace-like fibrous 
structure, which is deposited upon the con 

veying apron, is deprived of its moisture and 
dried with as little agitation as possible, and 
subsequently removed from suitable drying 
apparatus and rolled or otherwise received 
to superpose the layers into a form which 
will constitute the absorbent substitute for 
cotton in batting form, such as is used in 
connection with surgical operations, all of 
which will be better understood by the de 
scriptions hereinafter contained. 
Our invention consists of the improved 

article of manufacture hereinafter described 
and more particularly defined in the claims... 
This application is a division of our ap 

plication Ser. No. 231,229 filed April 27, 
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1918, in which is claimed the process of man 
ufacturing our improved article and also 
the apparatus therefor, and we, therefore, 
make no claim herein to either the process 
or apparatus. 

In the drawings: Fig. 1 illustrates, dia 
grammatically, a suitable form of apparatus 
by the operation of which our improved 
method may be practiced and our article of 
manufacture be made; Fig.2 is a plan view 
illustrating the vat in which the paper pulp 
is contained and kept in agitation; Fig. 3 
is a plan view of a portion of the delicate 
fibrous web; Fig. 4 illustrates the employ 
ment of such webs in forming a batting for 
absorbent purposes, and Fig. 5 shows the 
lace-like structure of the web on a magni 
fied scale. 
2 is a vat or stock boxin which paper 

pulp, having a relatively large amount of 
water, as compared to the floating fiber 
therein, is contained and kept in a state of 
agitation by a circulating pump 4 having a 
discharge pipe 5 from which the circulated 
pulp is re-distributed in the box through a 
pipe 6, made in any suitable manner. 3 is 
a cylinder whose face is made of suitable 
material which will permit a free circula 
tion of the water of the pulp through it and 
may be made of wire mesh, perforated sheet 
metal or thin wood slats, as preferred. This 
cylinder is journaled in the vat and its inte 
rior is preferably in communication with the 
suction inlet to the circulating pump 4, so 
that there will be a tendency to cause a cir 
culation of the water of the pulp through 
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... the face of the cylinder and thence to the 
pump, and in that way cause the fiber of the 
pulp to settle upon a web or apron 7 which 
passes about the said cylinder 3. The web 7 
is held to the cylinder at its receiving side 
by a guide or couch roll 8, which is arranged 
above the level of the pulp, and said web 
extends downward and around the cylinder 
3 and thence upward and over the same in 
a slightly oblique direction and is guided 
over another guide roll 9. From the guide 
roll 9 the web 7 passes over the suction boxes 
10 by which the excess moisture which may 
be carried by the web and fiber is largely 
removed. The web then passes about the 
roll 11 which presses the web and its fiber 
stock from the pulp against the face of a 
drying roll 14, to which the fiber stock, in 
its lace-like form, is transferred. The web 
then passes downward and about a guide 

roll 12 and thence back to the guide rolls 8 
where it again comes in contact with the cyl 
inder 3. Intermediate of two of the guide 
rolls 12, the web is carried upward and be 
tween pressure rolls 17, by which any excess 
of moisture may be removed, and the web 
subjected to pressure which will maintain 
it in a compact form and with smooth sur 
faces suitable for receiving the fiber stock 
in the vat 2. The web 7 is preferably formed 
of felt and in operation of a machine of 
this character, is known as “wet felt,” but 
this web or endless apron may be made of 
other material such as webbing of soft tex 
ture which is pervious to moisture and at 
the same time has sufficient body to be a suit 
able receiver and carrier for the delicate 
pulp fiber. The apparatus may be driven 
in any suitable manner so as not to put un 
due strain upon the web, and this may be 
accomplished by any suitable gearing and 
driving mechanism (not shown). 

In operation, the cylinder 3 is revolved 
and with it travels the web or apron 7 and 
during this revolution, the water is caused 
to pass through the felt apron and in doing 
so leaves a thin film of fiber stock upon the 
surface, the quantity of which depends upon 
the thinness of the stock in the solution, the 
speed of the apron, and the extent of the 
circulation by the pump relatively to the 
speed of the cylinder. The object is to make 
this deposit very thin so that when the stock 
is removed from the web it is of an open 
lace-like structure, very frail, but which 
when assembled to constitute a large num 
ber of superposed layers, gives an exceed 
ingly pliable and spongy body of desirable 
strength. The stock in the vat or box2 may 
be replenished gradually in any suitable 
manner, and this may be done in a continu 
ous or more or less intermittent operation. 
When the delicate lace-like fiber in web 

form is is delivered to the drying cylinder 
85 14 by the pressure of the roller 11, the said 
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fiber stock adheres to the drying cylinder 
sufficiently to sustain itself and after it has 
been carried around approximately three 
quarters of the circumference of the cylin 
der, it is removed automatically by coming 
in contact with a doctor or scraper 15, which 
rests against the face of the drying cylinder. 
We do not confine ourselves to any particu 
lar construction of this doctor or scraper. 
The effect of bringing the delicate lace-like 
fiber web 18 in contact with the doctor or 
scraper 15 to remove it from the cylinder, 
is also to crowd the fiber together at a point 
where it is acted on by the doctor or scraper, 
and consequently when it is released 
from the drying cylinder, it is more or less 
roughened as to surface by the bunching or 
crowding together of the fibers, and while 
this is very slight in extent, it nevertheless 
very materially aids in providing the spong 
iness which is required in a commodity to 
be used as a substitute for absorbent cotton. 
As the delicate fiber web in this roughened 
condition is delivered from the drying cyl 
inder, it is then rolled upon a cylinder 16 of 
considerable diameter, and after there is the 
desired thickness obtained by superposed 
layers, the receiving cylinder is replaced by 
another; and the layers wound upon the 
cylinder are then cut across longitudinally 
of the cylinder and laid open as a web of 
superposed layers and equivalent to a layer. 
of cotton batting. The lacelike fiber is indi 
cated in Fig. 3, and the layer of fiber batting 
is indicated in Fig. 4. 
We have illustrated and described one 

suitable apparatus for carrying out the meth 
od of making our improved article of man 
ufacture, but it is to be understood that 
while this apparatus is desirable on account 
of its simplicity, nevertheless more costly 
paper making apparatus, employing a Four 
drinier machine, may be employed, and it is 
evident that much of an ordinary paper 
making machine would be eliminated as 
there is no positive strong web of paper to 
be handled in a machine of the character re 
uired for our improved method. We, 

therefore, do not restrict ourselves to any 
particular character of apparatus for carry 
ing out the method. 
While the fibrous web 18 is of open or lace 

like character, preferably having numerous 
apertures 18 as clearly indicated in Fig. 5, 
this result is possible more particularly by 
reason of the careful preparation of the 
pulp stock and the agitation which is im 
parted to it at the time of depositing the 
fibers upon the traveling felt in the vat. 

. The objects to be attained are to provide a 
fiber of sufficient length that it may bridge 
the openings of the mesh structure to form 
the connecting parts of the lace-like web, and 
secondly, to so intermingle these fibers in 
every conceivable direction in the plane of 
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the web, that they intermesh and co-operate 
to form, in the finished article, an exceed 
ingly strong and elastic web which is tough 
and thereby resistant to rupture, and at the 
same time is so yielding as to produce great 
pliability and sponginess in the finished 
product in batting form. The stock from 
which this cotton substitute is made is pref 
erably formed by slowly and carefully beat 
ing the wood fiber material so that the indi 
vidual fibers thereof are well drawn out, 
but at the same time retain as much as pos 
sible their original length; and are to some 
extent hydrolyzed. In other words, the 
pulp is beaten to produce a long wet fiber 
stock. We do not confine ourselves to the 
use of any one kind of pulp, but may use va 
rious kinds, either single or combined in va. 
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rious proportions; and while for economi 
cal purposes the fibers of wood pulp are the 
cheapest, nevertheless our invention may 
embody the use of any characters of pulp 
such as known as sulphite, soda, kraft, linen 

and mechanical wood, any or all of 
which are suitable for the purposes herein 
described. In the making of pulp stock for 
use with this invention, a relatively small 
amount of size to a very large excess of 
water is employed so that the product will 
have an absorbent quality, while at the 
same time the fibers will be so free that they 
may intermesh in every direction, as pre 
viously stated, to produce a tough product, 
notwithstanding its delicate lace-like tex 
ture. 
We are aware that surgical absorbent 

dressings have been heretofore made from 
superposed rumpled tissue paper, but such 
papers have not been satisfactory, because 

4) 

(3) 

the various layers did not properly adhere 
to insure the desired unification of the mass 
to enable proper handling, and moreover, 
such sheets have been of too dense a charac 
ter to provide the desired porosity, suf 
ficient to make them yielding to an extent 
that would approximate natural absorbent 
cotton, and we do not, therefore, claim the 
superimposed sheets of paper of this charac 
ter. We are also aware that it has been 
proposed to form a surgical dressing by em 
ploying alternate layers of rumpled cellu 
lose-tissue or tissue paper with a very thin 
batt of absorbent cotton between each of 
the sheets of rumpled paper and in which 
the absorbent cotton between the sheets of 
paper provide the desired sponginess, while 
the tissue paper provides the strength nec 
essary, but such dressings are not only com 
plicated to make but are also costly in that 
they involve the use of a large proportion 
of true absorbent cotton, and we do not 
claim anything of this nature. 
We are also aware that it has been pro 

posed to form a porous material comprising 
layers of vegetable fiber and more specifi 

cally consisting of alternate layers of raw 
cotton and wood fiber, the latter consisting 
of carded wood pulp, but it is pointed out 
that such material, both as to the cotton or 
the wood fiber, does not have the charac 
teristics of a paper, the layers of cotton be 
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ing depended upon to hold the loose wood 
fiber in position between them, and the en 
tire compound material or batting also being 
enclosed within a porous textile covering for 
holding it together. The said particular con 
struction therefore, does not correspond to 
our structure. Moreover, this compound 
batting structure, as well as the others of 
the prior art previously mentioned, embody 
ing as they do raw cotton to a large extent, 
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they do not conform to the special purpose 
of our invention which is particularly in 
tended to avoid the use of costly cotton in 
t making up of our article of manufac 
We have described our improved article 

of manufacture produced in connection with 
an apparatus which we deem to be best suit 
ed to the requirements of the invention, and 
on account of economy is preferred in com 
mercial practice, but we do not restrict or 
confine ourselves to the minor or secondary 
details either as to the method of procedure 
or the means employed in putting it into 
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effect, as variations therein may be resorted 
to as matters of mechanical skill and with 
out a departure from the spirit of the in 
vention. 
Having now described our invention, what 

we claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent, is:- 

1. A substitute for cotton batting in medi 
cal bandages, comprising a plurality of su 
perposed layers of delicate open-mesh webs 
of vegetable fiber, the open-mesh portions 
of the fibers being irregularly disposed over 
each other and providing a spongy honey 
combed structure having great absorbent 
qualities, the said open-mesh layers having 
their contacting surfaces roughened by the 
fibers being crowded in more or less parallel 
lines to increase the sponginess without ma 
terially decreasing the open-mesh character. 

2. As an improved article of manufacture 
for use as a substitute for absorbent cotton, 
a delicate open-mesh web formed of paper 
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stock and in which the fibers of the stock 
are in such small quantity as to be approxi 
mately sufficient to just hold themselves into 
relation to form the web and providing a 
very porous open-mesh structure which 
when superposed into multi-ply relation pro 
vides a soft, spongy absorbent material for 
use with medical bandages. 

3. As an improved article of manufacture 
for use as a substitute for absorbent cotton, 
a plurality of superposed layers each layer 
composed of a delicate open-mesh web 
formed of paper stock and in which the 
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fibers of the stock are in such small quantity more or less dense structure but of an ex 
as to be approximately sufficient to just hold ceedingly soft spongy condition having 
themselves into relation to form a web and great absorbent qualities. CD 
providing a very porous open-mesh struc- In testimony of which invention, we here 

5 ture, the open spaces through the respective unto set our hands. 
layers being irregularly disposed in relation JAMES TURNER TONG. 
to each other so as to provide an article of JOHN EDWARD BLOSSER, 


